FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS (FAQ)
What is BYOD?
BYOD stands for Bring Your Own Device. Students are invited to bring personal devices such as smart phones, tablets,
and laptops to school or training site for instructional use.
Why are we doing BYOD?
The focus of BYOD is teaching and learning. The purpose of BYOD is to use students’ own technology to enhance quality
instruction. By using students’ own devices, we can teach students the real-world skills using the devices they will
actually be using at home. We see technology as a tool to learning curriculum, not a goal on its own. Student devices will
also allow us to differentiate learning for students at all levels, and to practice higher-order thinking skills like problem
solving.
What will students do with BYOD devices?
Every teacher will be using BYOD, but implementation will vary as we give teachers the freedom to plan lessons that
best suit students’ needs. Sample activities include: setting reminders, building shopping lists, reading e-books,
managing a calendar, email, watching instructional videos, and completing interactive practice activities.
What about students who don’t bring a device?
Our focus with BYOD is teaching and learning the curriculum, and devices are a learning tool, not a goal themselves.
With this in mind, we plan our lessons so all students are included, whether they have devices or not. With our focus on
real-life application, we don’t want to spend instructional time teaching a student to use a tool he or she will never use
at home. In some cases we may have students perform the same task in a low-tech way. For example, in a grocery list
lesson, some students will use an app while others make a paper list. Other times we may be using the technology as a
way to respond to a lesson, and for those instances we may pair students up or use school devices. For instance, when
making a video role-playing social skills, students who bring devices can record, while students who don’t have devices
can be actors or writers.
Which device is best?
We cannot recommend or endorse any specific device for your family. What you choose will depend on many factors,
including cost, your student’s ability to be responsible, the apps that are available for a specific device, your family’s
comfort level with a specific platform, and the battery life. If your student will be carrying a device for the first time, we
recommend that you start with an inexpensive one just in case something happens to it. Perhaps you have an old phone
in a drawer that is not being used. If you are planning to purchase a device, you may find CNET’s buying guides helpful.
Phone Guide: http://bit.ly/cnetphoneguide Tablet Guide: http://bit.ly/cnettabletguide

What about security of my student’s device?
On campus, ADAPT students will sign into the Gwinnett County Public Schools wireless network. Our school network
provides filtering to protect students from inappropriate content and from malware and viruses. All classrooms are kept
locked throughout the day, so devices will be safe if left in the classroom.
Because of the special considerations with using student devices off-campus, we have a special form we ask parents and
students to complete that outlines our policies for using devices in the community. Since we cannot access the Gwinnett
County Public Schools wireless network at most sites off-campus, we do not have the ability to filter or monitor student
access in the same way that we do at school. Please read the permission form carefully to understand what is involved in
using devices at community and training sites.
Whether at Northbrook Center or in the community, our classroom management and school safety and supervision
policies will provide an additional layer of protection for students and devices. Teachers will be working with students to
teach them how to safely carry, use, and care for a device. Other students (or staff) will not be holding or making
changes to your student’s device. We will do our best to protect your student’s device from damage, theft, or loss;
however, we cannot be liable for losses. It is ultimately the student’s responsibility to take care of and keep up with the
device.
How can I get my student ready for BYOD at home?
We will definitely need your support to make BYOD a success! Please begin by introducing your student to the device(s)
that you will send. Check out the Recommended Skill List, and work on teaching your student how to perform these
basic tasks before sending the device to school. We can assist your student, but our teachers will not be experts in every
device, and our focus is on using instructional time wisely, not troubleshooting or learning new devices and operating
systems. Get your student used to carrying, caring for, and keeping up with the device. Practice carrying a phone in the
pocket when going out on the weekends. Practice walking with your tablet “hugged” to the body and a firm grip. Teach
your student to check that a table or countertop is dry before placing a device down. Build a habit of checking to see if
you have everything before leaving a location.
What can I do to get my device ready?
Make sure that you send devices to school fully charged. We will not be able to charge devices at school or training sites.
You can check out our list of suggested apps and app categories that may be helpful in class. We obviously cannot
require you to install any apps on your device, but these apps are some we have found useful for instruction. Your
teacher may have additional apps he or she would like to use with students. We would also love for you to enable
location apps on your device to help you find it if it gets misplaced. There is more information about these apps on the
app list linked above.
What are my next steps?
Carefully read the Responsible Use Policy that governs our use of BYOD and other technology at school. Then, complete
the Responsible Use Policy acknowledgement form, and if you choose, the BYOD in the Community Permission Form.

